
In a lot of children’s TV shows the characters display an astonishingly small range 
of different emotions. Often they’re biased towards happy emotions. Or they might 
show characters in danger - but always being brave and getting through it. One 
comment that a lot of parents make about Bing is that it isn’t like that. Bing gets 
scared, sad, frustrated, jealous - he experiences the same range of emotions as a 
real-life child. 

From my perspective, as a child psychologist who’s also a dad to a four-year-old 
and a two-year-old, this goes right to the heart of why I encourage my children to 
watch Bing. Here’s why:

Children aren’t born knowing what emotions are. It’s something that they have to
learn. I’ve seen this in so many different ways. Watching a child, it can seem 
amazingly easy for you to tell what they’re feeling – but, when you ask the child 
themselves, they can’t describe it to you. In a psychologist’s terms, they lack what 
we call ‘metacognitive awareness’. Feeling an emotion, and being self-aware that 
you’re actually feeling that emotion, are two quite different things. 
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1053810003000813?casa_token=Ul91qkKNXNAAAAAA:Nt0yDYi8mk3UaHxuoSBM-9Rpz5JO67HfiV8Tj2cZJjpy0_uK0vTreubx0KRN59HyzWGQdQ-z
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1053810003000813?casa_token=Ul91qkKNXNAAAAAA:Nt0yDYi8mk3UaHxuoSBM-9Rpz5JO67HfiV8Tj2cZJjpy0_uK0vTreubx0KRN59HyzWGQdQ-z
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Anastasia-Efklides/publication/336579571_Emotional_Self-Regulation_in_the_Early_Years_The_Role_of_Cognition_Metacognition_and_Social_Interaction/links/5e884b21a6fdcca789f14669/Emotional-Self-Regulation-in-the-Early-Years-The-Role-of-Cognition-Metacognition-and-Social-Interaction.pdf


Most children never get sat down and taught what the different emotions are. So 
how are they supposed to learn this self-awareness? It’s likely not something that 
they’ll be taught at school. This is a shame, because there is evidence that simply 
being self-aware about what different emotions are, and what it feels like to 
experience them, is one of the most effective ways of managing negative 
emotions. 

As parents we naturally hate it when our children get upset. But often we try to 
help in entirely the wrong way. We might try to ‘fix’ their emotions - by solving the 
immediate thing that’s upsetting them, then assuming that they’ll calm down 
immediately. Or we might tell them what they should, or shouldn’t, be feeling. For 
example, on the first day of school you often see parents dragging an upset child 
along by the hand, saying ‘it’s going to be fine! You’re going to have a lovely time 
and make lots of new friends. Don’t be scared!’
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11920-019-1014-3


There is a lot of evidence now that judging emotions as correct or incorrect, or 
trying to inhibit what we’re naturally feeling, just isn’t an effective way to make 
negative emotions go away (either for adults, or children.) The technique that 
does work is mindfulness – and a key component of that is raising self-awareness 
about the emotions that you’re experiencing in a non-judgemental way. 

The reason that I think that watching a show like Bing is really, genuinely 
important is because watching other children experience emotions helps you to 
learn what these emotions are. It’s been shown that adults who experience 
negative emotions can benefit just from watching videos of other adults 
experiencing the same emotions. And Bing gives you that for free, wrapped up in a 
fun and entertaining package. That’s why I, as a dad, am always happy when 
they’re watching Bing. 
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